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MUSCLE MEMORY 
For the acclaimed Indigenous artist Jonathan Jones, 

objects are portals to long-buried stories and language 
is the thread between the present and the past. 

By Rebecca Gallo

Jonathan Jones works under many different titles —  
artist, independent curator, community consultant, 
project manager — but these definitions are becoming 
increasingly arbitrary. A member of the Wiradjuri and 
Kamilaroi nations, Jones is an advocate for the revival 
and dissemination of Aboriginal languages, and  
a champion of contemporary Indigenous artists. 
Indigenous identity and community values underpin 
all of Jones’ work across a broad range of projects 
with diverse outcomes. 

Through our conversation, I realise that Jones’ 
object-based practice — the most individualistic  
of his projects — still holds community and identity 
front and centre. When Jones recalls accompanying 
his Nan (technically his great-grandmother) on 
regular drives to visit their mob around Tamworth, 
stopping in unannounced — but always welcome — for  
a cuppa and a yarn, I think of his 2012 work untitled 
(oysters and tea cups)1. This midden of oyster shells 
and fine china teacups, spilling from a brick bunker 
on Cockatoo Island, suggests a clash of Indigenous 
and European cultural practices. It also speaks of 
resilience and continuity in the form of gatherings: 
measured, these days, over countless cups of tea. 
When Jones talks about the difficulty of gaining 
access to country to undertake traditional fire 
management and collect wood and grasses for 
making objects, it brings to mind his monumental 
untitled (illuminated tree)2 . This whole-room 
installation of a bleached, truncated Murray River  
red gum embedded with lights is at once a kind of 
land map, and an act of defiance: transforming a 
protected species into an object of material culture.

Jones’ material, consultative and organisational 
practices were brought together in his recent work  
for Kaldor Project 32: barrangal dyara (skin and 
bones)3 . Through this sculptural and sound 
installation, a lost memory was re-etched into the 
psyche of contemporary Sydney: the construction  
and destruction of the Garden Palace. Erected in 
1879 on the site of what is now the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, the purpose of this grand and ambitious 
edifice was “to present the colony of New South 
Wales on a world stage.”4 It housed an impressive 
catalogue of items: official records of the colony, 
artworks and inventions, and a showcase of 
ceremonial objects and weapons removed from 

Indigenous communities, many of them likely  
to have Wiradjuri and Kamilaroi roots. Only three 
years after its construction, the Garden Palace was 
burned to the ground in suspicious circumstances. 
The loss was an immense one for the young colony. 
For Indigenous communities that had already 
suffered displacement, dispossession and murder  
at the hands of the colonisers, this loss of cultural 
objects — along with the history and knowledge they 
contained — was catastrophic. It is also the reason 
that, when a school-age Jones attempted to find 
Wiradjuri and Kamilaroi objects in the Australian 
Museum collection, there was very little to speak of.

For barrangal dyara (skin and bones), 15,000 shields, 
based on designs from four South-Eastern Aboriginal 
nations and cast in gypsum, were laid out to demarcate 
the footprint of the Garden Palace. After weeks 
exposed to the elements, many of the shields were 
badly damaged. They were porous, Jones explains, 
and some “sucked up the landscape”, or were 
“napalmed” by possums and bats, or broken by 
people. Like all successful site-specific work, they 
had become part of the ecosystem. When the shields 
were removed after three weeks, the grass underneath 
had yellowed into a ghostly re-inscription of the past, 
like a shape that persists on the retina after you close 
your eyes. This memory re-imprinted upon the 
landscape is a visual reminder that the stories  
Jones brought to the surface are now ours to carry, 
remember and pass on.

Audio recordings from eight language groups  
whose objects were lost in the fire were embedded 
throughout the installation. Jones explains that 
although “most communities have bigger problems  
to deal with,” acknowledgement of the past became  
a way to heal issues of the present. He relates one 
experience with a community that collaborated on  
the project:

“I was describing the project at a community meeting, 
and someone said, ‘Why should we be bothering to do 
this? What’s the point?’ An elder replied, ‘Well, we lost 
our objects, and our ancestral remains on that site.  
If they don’t hear us speaking to them, and calling 
out to them through this work, then they’re really 
lost.’ We need to be making sure that the objects  
and ancestors on that site are hearing those voices, 
so that they know we haven’t forgotten them.”
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For Jones, this sort of engagement and reconnection is 
what it’s all about. Increasingly he seems less interested 
in making art that reflects community, and more 
passionate about projects that engage directly with it. 

Jones and I meet at Carriageworks the day before  
he is due to launch the Black Arts Market, a showcase 
of objects and artworks by South-Eastern5 and 
Tasmanian Aboriginal makers, which he co-curated 
with Hetti Perkins, a former colleague at the Art 
Gallery of New South Wales. His excitement is 
palpable. He is rushing around the foyer, unpacking 
stacks of tables and talking to artists and production 
staff. He is full of energy and his eyes light up when 
he talks about the artists whose works will be 
showcased in this space over the coming days. Jones 
insists that his enthusiasm is not pure bias: the 
South-East (which takes in Wiradjuri country) is  
“the region where the most Australians live, both 
non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal, although it’s a region 
that’s not considered particularly Aboriginal. It’s the 
region that dealt with colonisation first.” The last 
point is telling, and is key to understanding why this 
area is less reputed for Aboriginal art and culture 
than, for example, the Western Desert. The South-
East has suffered the longest from displacement, 
massacre, loss of cultural objects and the outlawing  
of language.

In the face of this harrowing recent history, Jones 
says that we are in the midst of an “amazing cultural 
resurgence, happening in the South-East in particular,” 
both in terms of rediscovering and reimagining the 
making of cultural objects, and the revival of language. 
At the forefront of the reconstruction of Wiradjuri 
language is Stan Grant Sr, one of Jones’ greatest 
mentors and collaborators. According to Jones, 
Uncle Stan “has always said the way you bring  
a language back is by sharing it.” He cites Parkes  
in central-west NSW, where over ten percent of the 
town’s population is now learning Wiradjuri at any 
given time, as a prime example. For Jones, this is  
“an absolute game-changer.” He describes how Uncle 
Stan went from seeing his grandfather arrested for 
speaking the language in public, to himself becoming  
a highly respected and decorated academic who is 
called on for his Wiradjuri knowledge by everyone 
from Government to the Country Women’s 
Association. The change over a single lifetime  
is astounding. It’s due to this cultural renaissance, 
Jones explains, that “we can talk about the 

destruction of cultural objects, because people are 
actually engaged in making new ones.” It is less 
painful to face loss when there are embers glowing 
and the flames of culture being rekindled.

In explaining this revival, Jones quotes Uncle Stan, 
who says that the shift is as much externally driven 
as it is internal: “We’ve been silenced from speaking 
our language, and it’s the silencing that’s shifted.”  
It is disconcerting to think that Indigenous culture  
is now performed for white Australia because it has 
been deemed acceptable, or even fashionable. Jones 
acknowledges that on the whole Aboriginal people 
have “been through the mill” and have the right to  
be resentful and angry. However, he maintains “one 
of the most enduring, beautiful things about our 
community is that people will always share what they 
have.” Jones continues, “when you think about what 
our mob has been through, and for them to keep 
saying ‘yes, we need to invite people back to the 
table’, again and again and again…It’s clear that 
people are actually really keen to be in a position 
where they can impart knowledge.” Art and language —  
objects and stories — are the keys to sharing cultural 
knowledge, and Jones is working to create channels 
of communication between communities and a 
broader public. Each project contains the seeds  
of future collaborations, and soon Jones’ biggest 
challenge may be choosing which ones to plant. 

Jonathan Jones is represented by Tim Melville  
Gallery, Auckland. 
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“I WAS DESCRIBING THE 
PROJECT AT A COMMUNITY 
MEETING, AND SOMEONE 
SAID, ‘WHY SHOULD WE BE 
BOTHERING TO DO THIS? 
WHAT’S THE POINT?’ AN 
ELDER REPLIED, ‘WELL,  
WE LOST OUR OBJECTS,  
AND OUR ANCESTRAL 
REMAINS ON THAT SITE.  
IF THEY DON’T HEAR US 
SPEAKING TO THEM, AND 
CALLING OUT TO THEM 
THROUGH THIS WORK,  
THEN THEY’RE REALLY LOST.’”
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